Appendix I: Fire Resistant Clothing

### Men’s Work Pant

**Fabric:** Excel-FR™ flame resistant, 9 oz. twill 100% cotton

**Features:**
- Innerlined waistband w/ button closure
- Two slack style front pockets, two set in hip pockets, left hip w/button closure

**Protection:** Arc Rating ATPV 11.2 calories/cm²

**Care:** Home and Industrial wash

### Women’s Work Pant

**Fabric:** Excel-FR™ flame resistant, 9 oz. twill 100% cotton

**Features:**
- Innerlined waistband w/ button closure
- Two slack style front pockets, two set in hip pockets, left hip w/button closure

**Protection:** Arc Rating ATPV 11.2 calories/cm²

**Care:** Home and Industrial wash
9oz. Deluxe Coverall

**Fabric:** Excel-FR™ ComforTouch™ flame resistant, 9 oz. twill, 88% cotton / 12% nylon

**Features:**
- Two-way concealed NOMEX® taped brass breakaway zipper, concealed snap at top of zipper and at neck
- Mandarin style, stand up, two-way safety collar
- Concealed snap closure on cuff
- Elastic waist inserts
- Two front swing pockets, two patch chest pockets w/ flaps and concealed snap closure, two patch hip pockets, left sleeve tool pocket, rule pocket
- Deep pleated action back
- Side vent openings w/ snap closure

**Protection:** Arc Rating ATPV 12.2 calories/cm²

**Care:** Home and Industrial wash